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441—41.22(239B) Eligibility factors specific to payee.
41.22(1) Reserved.
41.22(2) Rescinded, effective June 1, 1988.
41.22(3) Specified relationship.
a. A child may be considered as meeting the requirement of living with a specified relative if the
child’s home is with one of the following or with a spouse of the relative even though the marriage is
terminated by death or divorce:
Father—adoptive father.
Mother—adoptive mother.
Grandfather—grandfather-in-law, meaning the subsequent husband of the child’s natural
grandmother, i.e., stepgrandfather—adoptive grandfather.
Grandmother—grandmother-in-law, meaning the subsequent wife of the child’s natural grandfather,
i.e., stepgrandmother—adoptive grandmother.
Great-grandfather—great-great-grandfather.
Great-grandmother—great-great-grandmother.
Stepfather, but not his parents.
Stepmother, but not her parents.
Brother—brother-of-half-blood—stepbrother—brother-in-law—adoptive brother.
Sister—sister-of-half-blood—stepsister—sister-in-law—adoptive sister.
Uncle—aunt, of whole or half blood.
Uncle-in-law—aunt-in-law.
Great uncle—great-great-uncle.
Great aunt—great-great-aunt.
First cousins—nephews—nieces.
Second cousins, meaning the son or daughter of one’s parent’s first cousin.
b. A relative of the putative father can qualify as a specified relative if the putative father has
acknowledged paternity by the type of written evidence on which a prudent person would rely.
c. The family investment program is available to a child of unmarried parents the same as to a
child of married parents when all eligibility factors are met.
d. The presence of an able-bodied stepparent in the home shall not disqualify a child for assistance,
provided that other eligibility factors are met.
41.22(4) Liability of relatives. All appropriate steps shall be taken to secure support from legally
liable persons on behalf of all persons in the eligible group, including the establishment of paternity.
a. When necessary to establish eligibility, the income maintenance unit shall make the initial
contact with the absent parent at the time of application. Subsequent contacts shall be made by the
child support recovery unit.
b. When contact with the family investment program family or other sources of information
indicate that relatives other than parents and spouses of the eligible children are contributing toward
the support of members of the eligible group, have contributed in the past, or are of such financial
standing they might reasonably be expected to contribute, the income maintenance unit shall contact
these persons to verify current contributions or arrange for contributions on a voluntary basis.
41.22(5) Referral to child support recovery unit. The income maintenance unit shall provide prompt
notice to the child support recovery unit whenever assistance is furnished with respect to a child with
a parent who is absent from the home or when any member of the eligible group is entitled to support
payments.
a. A referral to the child support recovery unit shall not be made when a parent’s absence is
occasioned solely by reason of the performance of active duty in the uniformed services of the United
States. “Uniformed service” means the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, or Public Health Service of the United States.
b. “Prompt notice” means within two working days of the date assistance is approved.
41.22(6) Cooperation in obtaining support. Each applicant for or recipient of the family investment
program shall cooperate with the department in establishing paternity and securing support for persons
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whose needs are included in the assistance grant, except when good cause as defined in 41.22(8) for
refusal to cooperate is established.
a. The applicant or recipient shall cooperate in the following areas:
(1) Identifying and locating the parent of the child for whom aid is claimed.
(2) Establishing the paternity of a child born out of wedlock for whom aid is claimed.
(3) Obtaining support payments for the applicant or recipient and for a child for whom aid is
claimed.
(4) Rescinded IAB 12/3/97, effective 2/1/98.
b. Cooperation is defined as including the following actions by the applicant or recipient:
(1) Appearing at the office of the income maintenance unit or the child support recovery unit to
provide verbal or written information or documentary evidence known to, possessed by, or reasonably
obtained by the applicant or recipient that is relevant to achieving the objectives of the child support
recovery program.
(2) Appearing as a witness at judicial or other hearings or proceedings.
(3) Providing information, or attesting to the lack of information, under penalty of perjury.
(4) Paying to the department any cash support payments for a member of the eligible group, except
as described at 41.27(7)“p” and “q,” received by a recipient after the date of decision as defined in
441—subrule 40.24(4).
(5) Providing the name of the absent parent and additional necessary information.
c. The applicant or recipient shall cooperate with the income maintenance unit in supplying
information with respect to the absent parent, the receipt of support, and the establishment of paternity,
to the extent necessary to establish eligibility for assistance and permit an appropriate referral to the
child support recovery unit.
d. The applicant or recipient shall cooperate with the child support recovery unit to the extent
of supplying all known information and documents pertaining to the location of the absent parent and
taking action as may be necessary to secure or enforce a support obligation or establish paternity. This
includes completing and signing documents determined to be necessary by the state’s attorney for any
relevant judicial or administrative process.
e. In the circumstance as described at paragraph “b,” subparagraph (4), the income maintenance
unit shall make the determination of whether or not the applicant or recipient has cooperated. In all
other instances, the child support recovery unit shall make the determination of whether the applicant
or recipient has cooperated. The child support recovery unit delegates the income maintenance unit to
make this determination for applicants.
f.
Failure to cooperate shall result in a sanction to the family. The sanction shall be a deduction
of 25 percent from the net cash assistance grant amount payable to the family before any deduction for
recoupment of a prior overpayment.
(1) When the income maintenance unit determines noncooperation, the sanction shall be
implemented after the noncooperation has occurred. The sanction shall remain in effect until the client
has expressed willingness to cooperate. However, any action to remove the sanction shall be delayed
until cooperation has occurred.
(2) When the child support recovery unit (CSRU) makes the determination, the sanction shall be
implemented upon notification from CSRU to the income maintenance unit that the client has failed to
cooperate. The sanction shall remain in effect until the client has expressed to either income maintenance
or CSRU staff willingness to cooperate. However, any action to remove the sanction shall be delayed
until income maintenance is notified by CSRU that the client has cooperated.
41.22(7) Assignment of support payments. Each applicant for or recipient of assistance shall assign
to the department any rights to support from any other person that the applicant or recipient may have.
These shall include rights to support in the applicant’s or recipient’s own behalf or in behalf of any other
family member for whom the applicant or recipient is applying or receiving assistance and which have
accrued at the time the assignment is executed. An assignment is effective the same date all eligibility
information is entered into the department’s computer system and is effective for the entire period for
which assistance is paid.
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41.22(8) Good cause for refusal to cooperate. Good cause shall exist when it is determined that
cooperation in establishing paternity and securing support is against the best interests of the child.
a. The income maintenance unit shall determine that cooperation is against the child’s best interest
when the applicant’s or recipient’s cooperation in establishing paternity or securing support is reasonably
anticipated to result in:
(1) Physical harm to the child for whom support is to be sought; or
(2) Emotional harm to the child for whom support is to be sought; or
(3) Physical harm to the parent or caretaker relative with whom the child is living which reduces
the person’s capacity to care for the child adequately; or
(4) Emotional harm to the parent or caretaker relative with whom the child is living of a nature or
degree that it reduces the person’s capacity to care for the child adequately.
b. The income maintenance unit shall determine that cooperation is against the child’s best interest
when at least one of the following circumstances exists, and the income maintenance unit believes that
because of the existence of that circumstance, in the particular case, proceeding to establish paternity or
secure support would be detrimental to the child for whom support would be sought.
(1) The child for whom support is sought was conceived as a result of incest or forcible rape.
(2) Legal proceedings for the adoption of the child are pending before a court of competent
jurisdiction.
(3) The applicant or recipient is currently being assisted by a public or licensed private social
agency to resolve the issue of whether to keep the child or relinquish the child for adoption, and the
discussions have not gone on for more than three months.
c. Physical harm and emotional harm shall be of a serious nature in order to justify a finding of
good cause. A finding of good cause for emotional harm shall be based only upon a demonstration of an
emotional impairment that substantially affects the individual’s functioning.
d. When the good cause determination is based in whole or in part upon the anticipation of
emotional harm to the child, the parent, or the caretaker relative, the following shall be considered:
(1) The present emotional state of the individual subject to emotional harm.
(2) The emotional health history of the individual subject to emotional harm.
(3) Intensity and probable duration of the emotional impairment.
(4) The degree of cooperation required.
(5) The extent of involvement of the child in the paternity establishment or support enforcement
activity to be undertaken.
41.22(9) Claiming good cause. Each applicant for or recipient of the family investment program
who is required to cooperate with the child support recovery unit shall have the opportunity to claim
good cause for refusing to cooperate in establishing paternity or securing support payments.
a. Before requiring cooperation, the income maintenance unit shall notify the applicant or
recipient using Form 470-0169, Requirements of Support Enforcement, of the right to claim good cause
as an exception to the cooperation requirement and of all the requirements applicable to a good cause
determination.
b. The initial notice advising of the right to refuse to cooperate for good cause shall:
(1) Advise the applicant or recipient of the potential benefits the child may derive from the
establishment of paternity and securing support.
(2) Advise the applicant or recipient that by law cooperation in establishing paternity and securing
support is a condition of eligibility for the family investment program.
(3) Advise the applicant or recipient of the sanctions provided for refusal to cooperate without good
cause.
(4) Advise the applicant or recipient that good cause for refusal to cooperate may be claimed; and
that if the income maintenance unit determines, in accordance with these rules, that there is good cause,
the applicant or recipient will be excused from the cooperation requirement.
(5) Advise the applicant or recipient that upon request, or following a claim of good cause, the
income maintenance unit will provide further notice with additional details concerning good cause.
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c. When the applicant or recipient makes a claim of good cause or requests additional information
regarding the right to file a claim of good cause, the income maintenance unit shall issue a second notice,
Form 470-0170, Requirements of Claiming Good Cause. To claim good cause, the applicant or recipient
shall sign and date Form 470-0170 and return it to the income maintenance unit. This form:
(1) Indicates that the applicant or recipient must provide corroborative evidence of a good cause
circumstance and must, when requested, furnish sufficient information to permit the income maintenance
unit to investigate the circumstances.
(2) Informs the applicant or recipient that, upon request, the income maintenance unit will provide
reasonable assistance in obtaining the corroborative evidence.
(3) Informs the applicant or recipient that on the basis of the corroborative evidence supplied and
the department’s investigation when necessary, the income maintenance unit will determine whether
cooperation would be against the best interest of the child for whom support would be sought.
(4) Lists the circumstances under which cooperation may be determined to be against the best
interests of the child.
(5) Informs the applicant or recipient that the child support recovery unit may review the income
maintenance unit’s findings and basis for a good cause determination and may participate in any hearings
concerning the issue of good cause.
(6) Informs the applicant or recipient that the child support recovery unit may attempt to establish
paternity and collect support in those cases where the income maintenance unit determines that this can be
done without risk to the applicant or recipient if done without the applicant’s or recipient’s participation.
d. The applicant or recipient who refuses to cooperate and who claims to have good cause for
refusing to cooperate has the burden of establishing the existence of a good cause circumstance. Failure
to meet these requirements shall constitute a sufficient basis for the income maintenance unit to determine
that good cause does not exist. The applicant or recipient shall:
(1) Specify the circumstances that the applicant or recipient believes provide sufficient good cause
for not cooperating.
(2) Corroborate the good cause circumstances.
(3) When requested, provide sufficient information to permit an investigation.
41.22(10) Determination of good cause. The income maintenance unit shall determine whether good
cause exists for each applicant for or recipient of the family investment program who claims to have good
cause.
a. The applicant or recipient shall be notified by the income maintenance unit of its determination
that good cause does or does not exist. The determination shall:
(1) Be in writing.
(2) Contain the income maintenance unit’s findings and basis for determination.
(3) Be entered in the family investment program case record.
b. The determination of whether or not good cause exists shall be made within 45 days from the
day the good cause claim is made. The income maintenance unit may exceed this time standard only
when:
(1) The case record documents that the income maintenance unit needs additional time because the
information required to verify the claim cannot be obtained within the time standard, or
(2) The case record documents that the claimant did not provide corroborative evidence within the
time period set forth in 41.22(11).
c. When the income maintenance unit determines that good cause does not exist:
(1) The applicant or recipient will be so notified and afforded an opportunity to cooperate, withdraw
the application for assistance, or have the case closed; and
(2) Continued refusal to cooperate will result in the imposition of sanctions.
d. The income maintenance unit shall make a good cause determination based on the corroborative
evidence supplied by the applicant or recipient only after the unit has examined the evidence and found
that it actually verifies the good cause claim.
e. Before making a final determination of good cause for refusing to cooperate, the income
maintenance unit shall:
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(1) Afford the child support recovery unit the opportunity to review and comment on the findings
and basis for the proposed determination, and
(2) Consider any recommendation from the child support recovery unit.
f.
The child support recovery unit may participate in any appeal hearing that results from an
applicant’s or recipient’s appeal of an agency action with respect to a decision on a claim of good cause.
g. Assistance shall not be denied, delayed, or discontinued pending a determination of good cause
for refusal to cooperate when the applicant or recipient has specified the circumstances under which good
cause can be claimed and provided the corroborative evidence and any additional information needed to
establish good cause.
h. The income maintenance unit shall:
(1) Periodically, but not less frequently than every six months, review those cases in which the
agency has determined that good cause exists based on a circumstance that is subject to change.
(2) When it determines that circumstances have changed so that good cause no longer exists,
rescind its findings and proceed to enforce the requirements pertaining to cooperation in establishing
paternity and securing support.
41.22(11) Proof of good cause. The applicant or recipient who claims good cause shall provide
corroborative evidence within 20 days from the day the claim was made. In exceptional cases where the
income maintenance unit determines that the applicant or recipient requires additional time because of the
difficulty in obtaining the corroborative evidence, the income maintenance unit shall allow a reasonable
additional period upon approval by the worker’s immediate supervisor.
a. A good cause claim may be corroborated with the following types of evidence.
(1) Birth certificates or medical or law enforcement records which indicate that the child was
conceived as the result of incest or forcible rape.
(2) Court documents or other records which indicate that legal proceedings for adoption are pending
before a court of competent jurisdiction.
(3) Court, medical, criminal, child protective services, social services, psychological, or law
enforcement records which indicate that the putative father or absent parent might inflict physical or
emotional harm on the child or caretaker relative.
(4) Medical records which indicate emotional health history and present emotional health status
of the caretaker relative or the child for whom support would be sought; or written statements from a
mental health professional indicating a diagnosis or prognosis concerning the emotional health of the
caretaker relative or the child for whom support would be sought.
(5) A written statement from a public or licensed private social agency that the applicant or recipient
is being assisted by the agency to resolve the issue of whether to keep the child or relinquish the child
for adoption.
(6) Sworn statements from individuals other than the applicant or recipient with knowledge of the
circumstances which provide the basis for the good cause claim.
b. When, after examining the corroborative evidence submitted by the applicant or recipient, the
income maintenance unit wishes to request additional corroborative evidence which is needed to permit
a good cause determination, the income maintenance unit shall:
(1) Promptly notify the applicant or recipient that additional corroborative evidence is needed, and
(2) Specify the type of document which is needed.
c. When the applicant or recipient requests assistance in securing corroborative evidence, the
income maintenance unit shall:
(1) Advise the applicant or recipient how to obtain the necessary documents, and
(2) Make a reasonable effort to obtain any specific documents which the applicant or recipient is
not reasonably able to obtain without assistance.
d. When a claim is based on the applicant’s or recipient’s anticipation of physical harm and
corroborative evidence is not submitted in support of the claim:
(1) The income maintenance unit will investigate the good cause claim when the unit believes that
the claim is credible without corroborative evidence and corroborative evidence is not available.
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(2) Good cause will be found when the claimant’s statement and investigation which is conducted
satisfies the income maintenance unit that the applicant or recipient has good cause for refusing to
cooperate.
(3) A determination that good cause exists will be reviewed and approved or disapproved by the
worker’s immediate supervisor and the findings will be recorded in the case record.
e. The income maintenance unit may further verify the good cause claim when the applicant’s or
recipient’s statement of the claim together with the corroborative evidence do not provide sufficient basis
for making a determination. When the income maintenance unit determines that it is necessary, the unit
may conduct an investigation of good cause claims to determine that good cause does or does not exist.
f.
When it conducts an investigation of a good cause claim, the income maintenance unit will:
(1) Contact the absent parent or putative father from whom support would be sought when the
contact is determined to be necessary to establish the good cause claim.
(2) Prior to making the necessary contact, notify the applicant or recipient so the applicant or
recipient may present additional corroborative evidence or information so that contact with the parent or
putative father becomes unnecessary, withdraw the application for assistance or have the case closed, or
have the good cause claim denied.
41.22(12) Enforcement without caretaker’s cooperation. When the income maintenance unit makes
a determination that good cause exists, the unit shall also make a determination of whether or not
child support enforcement can proceed without risk of harm to the child or caretaker relative when the
enforcement or collection activities do not involve the participation of the child or caretaker.
a. The child support recovery unit shall have an opportunity to review and comment on the
findings and basis for the proposed determination, and the income maintenance unit shall consider any
recommendation from the child support recovery unit.
b. The determination shall:
(1) Be in writing,
(2) Contain the income maintenance unit’s findings and basis for determination, and
(3) Be entered into the family investment program case record.
c. When the income maintenance unit excuses cooperation but determines that the child support
recovery unit may proceed to establish paternity or enforce support, the income maintenance unit will
notify the applicant or recipient to enable the individual to withdraw the application for assistance or
have the case closed.
41.22(13) Furnishing of social security number. As a condition of eligibility each applicant for or
recipient of and all members of the eligible group must furnish a social security account number or proof
of application for a number if it has not been issued or is not known and provide the number upon its
receipt. The requirement shall not apply to a payee who is not a member of the eligible group.
a. Assistance shall not be denied, delayed, or discontinued pending the issuance or verification of
the numbers when the applicant or recipient has complied with the requirements of 41.22(13).
b. When the mother of the newborn child is a current recipient, the mother shall have until the
second month following the mother’s discharge from the hospital to apply for a social security account
number for the child.
c. When the applicant is a battered alien, as described at 41.23(4), the applicant shall have until
the month following the month the person receives employment authorization from the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to apply for a social security account number.
41.22(14) Department of workforce development registration and referral. Rescinded IAB 11/1/00,
effective 1/1/01.
41.22(15) Requiring minor parents to live with parent or legal guardian. A minor parent and the
dependent child in the minor parent’s care must live in the home of a parent or legal guardian of the
minor parent in order to receive family investment program benefits unless good cause for not living
with the parent or legal guardian is established.
a. “Living in the home” includes living in the same apartment, same half of a duplex, same
condominium or same row house as the adult parent or legal guardian. It also includes living in an
apartment which is located in the home of the adult parent or legal guardian.
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b. For applicants, determination of whether the minor parent and child are living with a parent
or legal guardian or have good cause must be made as of the date of the first application interview as
described at 441—subrule 40.24(2).
(1) If, as of the date of this interview, the minor parent and child are living with a parent or legal
guardian or are determined to have good cause, the FIP application for the minor parent and child shall
be approved as early as seven days from receipt of the application provided they are otherwise eligible.
(2) If, as of the date of this interview, the minor parent and child are not living with a parent or legal
guardian and do not have good cause, the FIP application for the minor parent and child shall be denied.
c. For recipients, when changes occur, continuing eligibility shall be redetermined according to
441—subrules 40.27(4) and 40.27(5).
d. A minor parent determined to have good cause for not living with a parent or legal guardian
must attend FaDSS or other family development as required in 441—subrule 93.4(4).
41.22(16) Good cause for not living in the home of a parent or legal guardian. Good cause shall
exist when at least one of the following conditions applies:
a. The parents or legal guardian of the minor parent is deceased, missing or living in another state.
b. The physical or emotional health or safety of the minor parent or child would be jeopardized if
the minor parent is required to live with the parent or legal guardian.
(1) Physical or emotional harm shall be of a serious nature in order to justify a finding of good
cause.
(2) Physical or emotional harm shall include situations of documented abuse or incest.
(3) When the good cause determination is based in whole or in part upon the anticipation of
emotional harm to the minor parent or child, the following shall be considered:
1. The present emotional state of the individual subject to emotional harm.
2. The emotional health history of the individual subject to emotional harm.
3. Intensity and probable duration of the emotional impairment.
c. The minor parent is in a foster care supervised apartment living arrangement.
d. The minor parent is participating in the job corps solo parent program.
e. The parents or legal guardian refuses to allow the minor parent and child to return home and
the minor parent is living with a specified relative, aged 21 or over, on the day of interview, and the
caretaker is the applicant or payee.
f.
The minor parent and child live in a maternity home or other licensed adult-supervised
supportive living arrangement as defined by the department of human services.
g. Other circumstances exist which indicate that living with the parents or legal guardian will
defeat the goals of self-sufficiency and responsible parenting. Situations which appear to meet this
good cause reason must be referred to the administrator of the division of economic assistance, or the
administrator’s designee, for determination of good cause.
41.22(17) Claiming good cause for not living in the home of a parent or legal guardian. Each
applicant or recipient who is not living with a parent or legal guardian shall have the opportunity to
claim good cause for not living with a parent or legal guardian.
41.22(18) Determination of good cause for not living in the home of a parent or legal guardian. The
department shall determine whether good cause exists for each applicant or recipient who claims good
cause.
a. The applicant or recipient shall be notified by the department of its determination that good
cause does or does not exist. The determination shall:
(1) Be in writing.
(2) Contain the department’s findings and basis for determination.
(3) Be entered in the family investment program case record.
b. When the department determines that good cause does not exist:
(1) The applicant or recipient shall be so notified.
(2) The application shall be denied or family investment program assistance canceled.
(3) Rescinded IAB 8/31/05, effective 11/1/05.
c. The department shall:
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(1) Periodically, but not less frequently than every six months, review those cases in which the
agency has determined that good cause exists based on a circumstance that is subject to change.
(2) When it determines that circumstances have changed so that good cause no longer exists,
rescind its findings and proceed to enforce the requirements.
41.22(19) Proof of good cause for not living in the home of a parent or legal guardian. The applicant
or recipient who claims good cause shall provide corroborative evidence to prove the good cause claim
within the time frames described at 441—subrule 40.24(1) and paragraph 40.27(4)“c.”
a. A good cause claim may be corroborated by one or more of the following types of evidence:
(1) Court, medical, criminal, child protective services, social services, psychological, or law
enforcement records which indicate that the parent or legal guardian might inflict physical or emotional
harm on the minor parent or child.
(2) Medical records that indicate the emotional health history and present emotional health status of
the minor parent or child; or written statements from a mental health professional indicating a diagnosis
or prognosis concerning the emotional health of the minor parent or child.
(3) Sworn statements from individuals other than the applicant or recipient with knowledge of the
circumstances which provide the basis for the good cause claim. Written statements from the client’s
friends or relatives are not sufficient alone to grant good cause based on physical or emotional harm, but
may be used to support other evidence.
(4) Notarized statements from the parents or legal guardian or other reliable evidence to verify that
the parents or legal guardian refuse to allow the minor parent and child to return home.
(5) Court, criminal, child protective services, social services or other records which verify that
the parents or legal guardian of the minor parent is deceased, missing or living in another state, or that
the minor parent is in a foster care supervised apartment living arrangement, the job corps solo parent
program, maternity home or other licensed adult-supervised supportive living arrangement.
b. When, after examining the corroborative evidence submitted by the applicant or recipient, the
department wishes to request additional corroborative evidence which is needed to permit a good cause
determination, the department shall:
(1) Promptly notify the applicant or recipient that additional corroborative evidence is needed.
(2) Specify the type of document which is needed.
c. When the applicant or recipient requests assistance in securing evidence, the department shall:
(1) Advise the applicant or recipient how to obtain the necessary documents.
(2) Make a reasonable effort to obtain any specific documents which the applicant or recipient is
not reasonably able to obtain without assistance.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 239B.

